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jellyfish octopus whale

clown fish sea turtle crab

puffer fish shark stingray

eel dolphin lobster

angelfish starfish seahorse

jellyfish octopus whale

clown fish sea turtle crab

puffer fish shark stingray

eel dolphin lobster

angelfish starfish seahorse
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Animals of the Ocean

whale

puffer fish

seahorse

sea turtle

jellyfish

dolphin

clown 
fish

starfish

octopus

eel

shark

crab

oyster

stingray
lobster squid
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๏ I have a hard shell on my 
back. 

๏ I have four legs. 

๏ I can’t breathe under 
water. 

What am I? 

๏ I have a soft body. 

๏ I have eight legs. 

๏ I can breathe underwater.  

What am I? 

๏ I have fins and gills. 

๏ I am a large fish. 

๏ I often have sharp teeth.  

What am I? 

๏ I am a small fish. 

๏ I have fins and gills. 

๏ I am orange and white.  

What am I? 

๏ I have a soft body. 

๏ I have lots of long 
tentacles. 

๏ I look a bit like a 
mushroom!   

What am I? 

๏  I have a long, thin body. 

๏  I look a bit like a snake 
but I am a fish. 

๏ I have fins and gills. 

What am I? 

๏ I have a hard covering all 
over my body and my 
legs. 

๏ I have feelers. 

๏ I have sharp claws. 

What am I? 

๏ I look like a fish but am a 
mammal. 

๏ I have fins but not gills. 

๏ I am black and white. 

What am I? 

๏ I have a hard covering all 
over my body and my 
legs. 

๏ I have sharp claws. 

๏ I don’t have a tail. 

What am I? 

I am a shark! I am a sea turtle! I am a jellyfish! 

I am a lobster! I am a clown fish! I am a crab! 

I am an octopus! I am an eel! I am a whale! 
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sea turtle whale eel

starfish stingray jellyfish

shark octopus lobster

puffer fish dolphin seahorse

clown fish oyster crab
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dog parrot goat

frog butterfly snake

badger ladybird sheep

owl hippo bear

duck elephant crocodile



Name: ___________________________    Date: __________________
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Can you sort the animals into those that live 
in the ocean and those that don’t? 

Lives in the ocean Does not live in the ocean



Name: ___________________________    Date: __________________
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Can you sort some ocean animals into 
these groups? 

Has fins Does not have fins

Has legs Does not have legs

Can you think of your own way of sorting 
the ocean animals into two groups? 


